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Abstract 

 

Efficient Object Visibility Culling with  

Screen-Space Ray Casting 

 

 

This thesis presents a new Raster Occlusion Culling (ROC) approach. We 

attain higher scalability with geometry-level Bounding Volume Hierarchy 

(BVH) and ray casting. The BVH is made in the offline process and used in 

the online process. Using the temporal coherence that uses the visibility 

results of the previous frame for the current frame, we test the visibility for 

the occluders by rasterizing them, and find the effective occluders. These 

occluders are used to find the occludee groups by the bottom-to-top 

traversal of the geometry-level BVH with flagging. The occludee groups allow 

performing the batch test by rasterizing with early-Z, showing coarse 

visibility results. At the same time, per-pixel ray casting tests the objects 

inside each group for the fine visibility results. Additionally, we find visible 

occludees by sorting these intersected objects with early-Z. By the temporal 

coherence, the occluders of the next frame are determined by adding effective 

occluders and visible occludees. Further, we accelerate multi-draw rendering 

and temporal coherence. The tightly packed multi-draw rendering with 

counters read-back approach allows avoiding the overhead resulted by poor 

handling of void objects on GPU. Occluder filtering approach allows 

accelerating temporal coherence, sorting out only-front objects by object ID. 
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Our solution achieves high performance in scalability and culling efficiency 

compared to other approaches. This allows a parameter-less and latency-

free approach in the object-space occlusion culling, while avoids costly 

visibility calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Real-time rendering, Occlusion culling, Bounding volume hierarchy, 

GPU 
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I. Introduction 

 

 

To optimize performance, doing as little work as possible directly affects 

the operation of the computer in computer graphics. The camera only shows a 

small portion of the whole scene although all objects are rendered. In this case, 

most of them are outside the view frustum of the camera or occluded by 

objects, causing things to be invisible. These invisible objects do not need to 

be rendered. This can automatically gain the performance advantage of a 

computer while doing nothing about what is invisible. For the optimization, 

occlusion culling improves performance without rendering the hidden objects 

on the frustum of the camera. 

 

Occlusion culling divides the object of the scene by occluders and 

occludees. The difference between the two is between what can cover and 

what can be covered. If occluders are properly set up and cover other objects, 

the hidden objects are not simply rendered. In the occludee case, the 

occludees are not rendered if it is further behind compared with the depth 

buffer created by the occluder or if it is not in the camera frustum. With this 

distinction, it overestimates the set of the visible object as potentially visible 

objects to avoid the high expense of exact global visibility calculation. 

Potentially visible objects are commonly compared against depth buffer as 

exact visibility determination, reducing the computational cost. 

 

There are various ways to set up the occluder and occludee. Although 
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there are methods to manually set features of objects or to exclude partially 

objects that are less affected by occlusion culling, the temporal coherence 

approach is generally used. This method is used by the assumption that the 

previous frame would not have changed much compared to the current frame. 

Then, visible objects in the previous frame are set as occluders, and the 

others are occludees. 

 

Occlusion culling method can be distinguished by using the image-space 

occlusion culling and object-space occlusion culling. Generally, occlusion 

culling was worked on image-space using the rasterization method to reduce 

input overhead not only in static scenes but also in dynamic ones [1]. Central 

Processing Unit (CPU) occlusion culling rasterizes occluder with software 

rasterizer in the CPU. It removes invisible parts with a downscaled depth 

buffer to compare with occludee [2, 3]. This method is latency-free and does 

not have a stall problem, caused by read-back for the visibility results in the 

graphics processing unit (GPU). This allows checking the results of the 

occlusion test. However, when rasterization performance is compared between 

the CPU and the GPU, the CPU is less efficient and generally more expensive 

for occlusion culling [4]. As GPU is more specialized in rasterization and 

scalable for the complexity of the scene, GPU is utilized for occlusion culling 

rather than the CPU. 

 

The image-space occlusion culling [5-12] projects bounding boxes of the 

occludees into screen space and compared with depth buffer generated by 

occluders, using downsampling or warping. Like the hierarchical-z approach 

[6], it uses hardware acceleration supported in GPU as downsampling (e.g., 
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mipmap) [5-8]. The warping method [11, 12] is used to move visibility 

information of the previous frame to fit the current frame. These methods 

have almost constant overhead, making them scalable in complex scenes. 

However, this is generally conservative in examining a bounding box with 

screen space, resulting in low efficiency and accuracy compared with object-

space occlusion culling. 

 

Object-space occlusion culling rasterizes bounding boxes of occludees and 

determines which box is visible with rasterized pixels against depth buffer 

without approximations. The hardware occlusion query [13] has been 

commonly used as a technique supported by the GPU hardware. The occlusion 

query simply drew the bounding box of the object to determine that it was 

possible to be visible in occludee test. This has a small computational load to 

compare with the depth buffer by drawing a simple form as a bounding box 

rather than drawing the entire complex object [14]. However, there is a 

latency problem on the read-back of occlusion query results and drawing the 

next object based on the query result. This characteristic of the occlusion 

query makes the CPU stall until the CPU receives query results from the GPU 

in order to execute the next query and draws objects. In addition, it results in 

GPU starvation in the process of receiving the CPU command, resulting in a 

performance decrease. The latency problem is alleviated by using a 

hierarchical structure [15-19] and temporal coherence. However, these 

results in complexities for execution, and the CPU interventions still exist to 

determine the visibility for the occlusion query, resulting in less scalable in 

complex scenes. 
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NVIDIA presented a raster occlusion culling technique (ROC) that 

examines the bounding boxes more accurately than image-space occlusion 

culling while solving the latency problem using the early-Z approach which is 

called early fragment test [20-22] with multi-draw rendering. This is the 

state-of-art of ROC approach using the GPU only. However, this technique 

should determine the visibility of each occludee by individually comparing 

against the depth buffer. This makes less scalable in the large scene due to 

the visibility test of occludees. Although it high performs in small and 

medium-sized scenes, the visibility test of each occludee causes a large 

computational load as object increases in the scene. The hierarchy structure 

with setting the manual depth range for batch culling reduces the load in the 

occludee test of ROC, alleviating this problem [23]. However, it does not 

consider the characteristics of the scene and needs to set manually 

parameters of the depth range for each scene. 

 

This thesis presents the effective approach of raster occlusion culling with 

a hierarchy structure, which reflects the feature of the scene and improves 

scalability without occludee test problem, and ray casting. This approach 

firstly makes geometry-level BVH for the scene on offline. Unlike previous 

ROC, this group occludes, reflecting visibility result of occluders. Bottom-to-

top traversal performs from visible occluders as leaf nodes to root node and 

find occludee group, checking the flag of the nodes in this process. We 

rasterize occludee group with early-Z and cast ray per pixel from visible 

fragments. Ray is cast into a group occludee as an interior node and intersects 

objects as leaf nodes. Then, all intersected objects are considered into 

potential occludes. Rendering potential occludees sorts visible occludees and 
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adds them to the visible occluders for the next frame occluders. We used the 

filtering method [24, 25] for temporal coherence acceleration, which sorts 

only front objects and reduces false positives, which are objects originally 

determined to be invisible but visible. Additionally, a tight pack for the visible 

only reduces unnecessary draw calls in multi-draw rendering. With the prefix 

sum method [26, 27], the rendering sequence is aligned, which eliminates the 

flicking caused by depth fighting, allowing only potentially visible objects to be 

drawn. Our GPU occlusion culling method efficiently reduces the computational 

load and unnecessary draw call using a batch-culling process with the 

hierarchical structure, and ray casting. This allows being scalable and efficient 

culling while less affected by the complexity of the scene. 

 

Precisely, our contributions include: 

- Batch tests by rasterizing occludee groups with early-Z 

- Fine-grained visibility test with per-pixel ray casting inside each group 
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Ⅱ. Related Work 

 

 

This section briefly introduces previous studies related to this thesis: 

image-space occlusion culling and object-space occlusion culling. 

 

1. Image-Space Occlusion Culling 

 

The z-buffer is generally the last stage in the rendering pipeline where object 

fragments can be identified as occluded. Then, occluded objects are 

determined to have no visual effect by rendering in GPU.  

 

The GPU-generated depth buffer on the CPU can be used to find occluded 

objects in advance. However, this approach causes latency and overhead 

issues. Intel [2] rasterizes the depth buffer in the CPU, which eliminates the 

latency issue aroused by read-back from the GPU to the CPU. Moreover, it 

allows lowering the computational cost with early detection of occluded 

objects. This divide scene objects into occluders and occludes in advance, and 

cull based on a depth comparison with the depth buffer by software 

rasterization, using Axis-Aligned Bounding Boxes test (AABB). Besides, the 

software rasterizer improved performance by vectorizing using SSE and 

optimizing multi-thread. However, rasterization was more optimized in the 

GPU than the CPU, which has lower scalability than the GPU rasterization as 

the size of the scene grew. 
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Modern GPU supports some hardware acceleration to improve the 

performance of visibility calculation such as mipmap and early-Z. Image-

space occlusion culling reduced the load in the additional calculation process 

for screen space, thereby accelerating the visibility determination. 

 

Greene [5] first introduced a hierarchical z-buffer with image-space 

occlusion culling. This technique makes a mipmap by continuously sampling 

the depth value, which is the farthest of the texel in the previous mipmap level. 

It then calculates the appropriate level of the depth (LOD) to sampled by 

projecting the bounding box of the occludee into the screen space and 

compares the sampled depth value of the bounding box in the corresponding 

mipmap level to determine the visibility. 

 

Zhang [6] divided the occlusion culling process into overlap test of xy 

plane and depth test of z-direction. Overlap test is used to support 

approximate visibility culling according to opacity threshold through a 

hierarchy of occlusion map, which is a pyramid representation of an occlusion 

map that expresses several occluders as a grayscale image with a single large 

occluder. Moreover, the depth test eliminated the need to align objects 

according to depth by predicting the extent of depth where occlusion occurs 

conservative. 

 

Crytek [11] utilizes warping, which is almost the same as software OC. It 

downscales and reprojects the depth buffer using the current frame matrices 

and the previous frame matrices, and tests occludees against it. This approach 

is faster in the CPU, and the whole world acts as a single occluder making it 
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potentially more efficient. However, fast camera movement leaves big gaps 

that will occlude nothing, which makes holes. Recently, an iterative backward-

warping technique [12], which is the state of the art, predictively synthesizes 

depth buffers with pure backward-only warping. Unlike previous color-image 

warping, it uses the depth buffer as an input to the warping and then achieves 

a high-quality depth-inpainting and a significant speedup. Then, it allows a 

scalable low-latency hierarchical occlusion culling, but precise warping is still 

difficult and cannot fill the holes without additional hidden layers. 

 

2. Object-Space Occlusion Culling 

 

Occlusion query is an element currently supported for occlusion culling in 

the GPU hardware, determining whether the corresponding object is visible 

through the number of samples or passes the depth test with enabling 

occlusion query flag. In general, to detect an object that is to be seen as new 

in the current frame, the object is drawn as a bounding box to determine 

whether it is possible to be seen compared to the current depth buffer drawn 

with occluders. However, this technique has two major disadvantages. First, a 

large amount of query was needed in the occlusion query because each draw 

call had to be fenced with a pair of queries. Besides, the CPU read back was 

required to determine if each query was visible. This caused a sync problem 

with the stall of the CPU and the starvation of the GPU [14]. 

 

Coorg [17] used the results of the previous frame to the current frame 

using the temporal coherence to solve the latency problem that appears in 

determining the visibility by reading back the query results of the GPU. In 
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addition, Bittner [18] attempted to reduce the number of query by using a 

hierarchy structure. Spatial coherence is used for applying the flag results of 

the previous frame of the hierarchy structure, and only the necessary parts 

are updated to reduce the unnecessary querying. In addition, Mattausch [19] 

has added query batching techniques to achieve advanced performance from 

previous techniques. 

 

Boudier [20] introduces ROC that works similarly to the hardware 

occlusion query. This technique uses the fragment shader with early-Z 

rejection, which discards fragments to proceed before fragment processing in 

the rendering pipeline, to determine if the occludee is visible. If the occludee 

passes the early-Z rejection stage and rasterizes the fragments, the fragment 

shader is executed only for fragments and updates the visibility status of the 

object into visible by giving a visible flag to the global buffer storage. 

 

Recent ROC [21, 22] detects the occludees that are currently visible in the 

frame by comparing the depth buffer using the early fragment test, which is 

supported by the NVIDIA graphics card. Occluders, which are visible objects 

in previous and current frame, generate the depth buffer and are rasterized 

with updating color buffer. In addition, this method utilizes the batched 

rendering, which is multi-draw rendering, to reduce wait time caused by sync 

problems in the CPU and the GPU, resulting in a latency-free occlusion culling.  

 

However, as the number of objects increases and the scale of the scene 

increases, there is an increase in the number of computational costs in 

occludee test methods at ROC, which inspects occludees individually. Applying 
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the hierarchical structure, iterative occlusion culling [23] in manual depth 

range was better performance in a large scene than ROC. However, it needs to 

set the depth range manually and does not consider the structural feature of 

the scene. In addition, unnecessary draw calls are generated by judging that 

the objects below the maximum depth range are visible.  
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Ⅲ. Algorithm 

 

 

In this chapter, we first explain the flow of the overall our algorithm which 

is Efficient Object Visibility Culling with Screen-Space Ray Casting (EOVC). 

Then we will show each section in detail; occlusion mapping, occlude group 

extraction, occlusion query, and occlude rendering. Additionally, we explain 

our optimization methods: occluder filtering and tight pack. 

 

1. Overview 

 

Our solution builds the geometry-level BVH for the entire scene in the 

offline process. The online algorithm is looped like figure 1. EOVC uses 

temporal coherence and reuses previous visible results. the potential 

occluders for the next frame are made by combining visible occluders, which 

are visible objects in the previous frame, and visible occludees, which are 

newly seen objects in this frame among the occludees.  

 

EOVC uses multi-draw rendering and optionally reads the counters from 

GPU to draw only for visible objects for optimization on occlusion mapping, 

occlusion query, and occludee rendering section. 

 

Occlusion mapping renders with early-Z for objects shown in the previous 

frame by temporal coherence. This is accompanied by shading and depth, and 

the objects passing the early-Z are judged to be visible objects. 
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Fig. 1.  Overview of online process in Efficient Object Visibility Culling 

with screen-space ray casting  

 

The effective occluders are used to find the occludee group. Each object as 

a leaf node performs a bottom-to-top traversal process until the root node in 

the geometry-level BVH. In this process, we leave a flag as the traversed or 
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the unknown on the visited node and surrounding nodes. After the end of the 

traverse process, it is easy to find occludee groups with the flag, which are 

clustered by the nearby occludees and can reflect the characteristics of the 

scene. Besides, we exclude the occludee group outside the view frustum. 

 

Unlike previous ROC, the occlusion query tests the occlude groups instead 

of each occludee. Each occludee group is compared with the depth buffer, 

drawn by the occludee, without updating the depth buffer and color. EOVC 

renders a bounding box containing several occludees and excludes all objects 

that are included at once if a box of the group is not visible. 

 

If there is any visible part, we check which objects inside the occludee 

group are visible to increase the accuracy of whether an object is visible. Ray 

casting allows finding visible objects during the occludee query. A ray is cast 

per pixel from visible fragments in the screen space. All objects intersected 

by rays are considered potential occludees. This approach detects the 

visibility of multiple objects at a time by rasterizing an occludee group, and 

identifies the only visible objects without checking the visibility of all objects 

inside the occludee group. 

 

EOVC rasterizes the potentially visible occludees as actual objects instead 

of bounding boxes with early-Z. The occludee rendering updates depth buffer 

and color. For the temporal coherence, next frame potential occluders are 

made by adding the effective occluders, which are visible in both previous and 

current frames, and the rendered occludees, which are newly visible in the 

current frame.  
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2. Occlusion Mapping 

 

We consider the objects, drawn in the previous frame, as potential 

occluders by the temporal coherence and render them with early-Z. Visible 

objects are determined as effective occluders, and the color and depth buffer 

are written at the same time. This does not have an additional pass to detect 

effective occluders. Under the rendering order, the depth buffer drawn by the 

previous objects affects the visibility of the objects to be drawn next by 

early-Z. These causes overdraw to occur, and we use the occluder filtering 

method as acceleration to prevent it (see section 6). This created depth buffer 

is used to test the visibility of the occludees by rasterizing bounding boxes in 

the occlusion query. The effective occluders are used to group occludes, 

reflecting the characteristics of the scene. 

 

3. Occludee Group Extraction 

 

ROC, which is a previous technique, draws bounding boxes of all occludees 

to find the visible objects in the current frame and updates the visibility of 

each object individually (see Figure 2). As the objects increases, this method 

has a more computational load in the occludee query, resulting in high cost.  

 

In this thesis, we batch the occludee to reduce draw calls using the 

geometry-level BVH applied to the whole scene. Effective occluders reflect 

the feature of the scene, which is used to reduce the number of tests by 

grouping nearby occludes. 
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Fig. 2.  Comparison of sky view on inspected bounding boxes 

in a sample view (top); ROC (bottom left) and ours (bottom right) 

 

We use the effective occluders as leaf nodes to traverse to the root in 

geometry-level BVH for grouping occludees. The traversal is bottom-to-top 

and writes flags to nodes state for efficient grouping. At the end of traversal 

for all effective occluders, we extract nodes with a specific flag to find 
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occludee groups. This occludee group allows approximating the status of many 

objects inside that group at once. Moreover, it reduces draw calls with high 

culling efficiency. 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Algorithm of the occludee group extraction 

 

The algorithm for the overall occluder group extraction is as shown in 

figure 3. We write a flag while traversing the effective occluder in the 

bottom-to-up process. Flag marks "v" as a visible node, and "g" as a 

visibility-unknown node. At the end of traversal, we find the group as a 

potential occludee group with a node with flag “g”. If there are no effective 

occluders, we mark the flag with “g” on the root node without traversing. If 

there are effective occluders, we start to traverse to the root node. During 

this process, the state of the node changes, and the state appears as an empty 
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node (nil), visible node (v), and visibility-unknown node (g). We initially 

reset the state of nodes to “nil”, and traverse the visited node by marking “v” 

and mark the sibling node “g”, which has the same parent as the visited node. 

Then, we continue to traverse ancestor with “nil”, which is a parent node. If 

the state of the visited node is not “nil”, we stop traversal to avoid overlapped 

traversal. All effective occluders perform this traversal task as above. After 

all traversals are completed, we find the node with flag “g” among the nodes 

of the geometry-level BVH (see Figure 4). The nodes with flag “g” mean 

occludee groups of nodes whose visibility status is not known yet, and this is 

used for the batch test in the occlusion query. 

 

 

Fig. 4.  An example of the bottom-up traversal for extracting  

occludee groups 

 

For multi-draw rendering, we extract groups and create a command buffer. 

However, the occludee group outside the camera view frustum is visually 

ineffective and unnecessary operations. Thus, we exclude these groups for 

effective draw calls. GPU view frustum culling (VFC) removes these groups 

while checking the flag of each node in BVH and selecting the group for 
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potential occludee groups (see Figure 5). The potential occludee groups are 

added and counted by atomic operation with the information of the 

corresponding object. If the interior node is a potential occludee group, it is 

expressed as a larger bounding box that contains the bounding boxes of the 

occludees. 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Comparison of sky view on bounding boxes reduced through VFC; 

without VFC (left) and with VFC (right). Note that bounding boxes are 

potential occludee groups 

 

4. Batch Occlusion Query 

 

EOVC rasterize occludee groups with early-Z to find whether it is visible. 

The occludee group is compared against the depth buffer drawn by effective 
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occluders. Fragment processing is operated only if the box passes the depth 

test by early-Z. Occluded parts are behind the depth buffer, and the 

fragments are not activated. Therefore, it can be distinguished according to 

the visibility within the GPU. This allows updating the visibility of the 

bounding box while rasterizing, as shown in Figure 6. In the batch occlusion 

query, we do not update the color buffer and depth buffer, and use the 

advantage of early-Z to find the visibility of the potentially visible occludee in 

visible fragments as well as the occludee group. 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Concept for checking the visibility of a bounding box  

through early-Z 

 

Unlike previous ROC, occludee query in EOVC tests occludee groups with 

ray casting for visibility detection. These groups are compared against the 

depth buffer written by the effective occluders. Fragments that have passed 
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the depth test are rasterized on the screen space like Figure 7. We test the 

fragments to detect potentially visible occludes inside the occludee group. We 

cast a ray per pixel from the camera to the pixel. Since the group contains 

bounding boxes of occludee, a ray can intersect multiple objects. Then, the 

visibility of the intersected objects can be considered to be visible. This 

process not only performs the visibility test of an occludee group, but also 

simultaneously performs the visibility test of the objects in the group. 

Therefore, this can effectively find potentially visible occludees with a few 

draw calls. 

 

 

Fig. 7.   Visible fragments (right) where occludee groups are visible and ray 

casting is performed through early-Z in a sample view (left) 

 

For the ray intersection, we check objects inside a group until it reaches 

the leaf node, using the occludee group as the root node. This top-down 
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traversal works in each pixel of visible fragments. To avoid overlapped 

traversal, we do additional work as the occludee extraction method. We utilize 

a similar approach to the algorithm for creating occludee groups. If there is 

already an intersected object, we check the state that a sibling has been 

intersected. If it has been also intersected, we update the state of the ancestor 

that which is the parent node. This bottom-up process continues until there is 

no intersected sibling. Then, if the node state is already intersected, the ray 

interception traversal for another pixel is stopped. 

 

 

Fig. 8.  An example of detecting potentially visible occludees in the occludee 

group through ray casting approach from the visible fragments. 

 

This approach effectively reduces the load in occludee test where the 

previous ROC tests individually all occludees. The batch test through the 

occludee groups shows coarse visibilities, which enable the exclusion of a 

large number of objects, allowing efficient culling with a few draw calls. In 

addition, we can find the visibility at once for visible objects by ray casting. 

Unlike normal BVH traversal for ray intersection, our BVH traversal can 

detect visible objects with less load by performing only geometry-level 

intersection instead of the primary-level intersection. 
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Fig. 9.  Sample images of tested bounding boxes from complexity of scenes 

(top to bottom). From left to right: a sample view, a sky view showing the 

bound boxes inspected and the scene.  
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5. Occludee Rendering 

 

The potentially visible occludees, as a result of the visibility of the 

bounding boxes, can have different visibility when the actual objects are 

compared to the depth buffer. Because the bounding box is an approximation 

of an object, this can make different results from the actual object, even if the 

bounding box is visible. So we rasterize with early-Z and sort the potentially 

visible occludees, updating the color buffer and the depth buffer. 

 

EOVC adds all visible objects in the current frame for temporal coherence 

(see Figure 10). We synthesize the effective occluders of the occlusion 

mapping and visible occludees in the occludee rendering. These visible objects 

are used as the potential occluders in the following frame. 

 

 

Fig. 10. The process of determining current frame visibility; the effective 

occluders (right) in occlusion mapping, the visible occludees (left) in the 

occludee rendering. The final rasterized image is made by both images. 
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6. Acceleration  

 

6.1 Packed Multidraw with Counter Read-back 

 

The thesis packs buffer with only visible objects and uses the multi-draw 

rendering method, which is supported by GPU, to reduce the overhead of the 

draw calls between the CPU and the GPU. The multi-draw method typically 

puts all objects in one batch and renders them only for the objects needed 

through flags. However, the more objects there are, the lower the 

performance. As the complexity of the scene increases, its own load of the 

multi-draw rendering increases, showing lower performance even if nothing is 

drawn. So we generate draw calls for the only visible objects with tight 

packing, to reduce unnecessary draw calls. EOVC has a process of creating a 

command buffer with visible objects before every multi-draw rendering. 

 

We write a command buffer using atomic operation within the GPU. 

However, in this case, the packing method changes the rendering order 

randomly due to atomic operation. This does not guarantee a fixed rendering 

order. Moreover, in the rendering pass with generating color buffer, the 

flicking problem is occurred due to depth fighting with the objects in the same 

depth. Therefore, we guarantee the rendering order using the prefix sum 

approach in rendering which updates the color buffer; because the occlusion 

query stage does not update the color buffer, it does not use prefix sum. 

 

Prefix sum displays the entire object index and visibility together, enabling 

packing while ensuring order with atomic. The guaranteed rendering order 
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solves the flickering problem. Figure 11 is an example of a prefix sum. As we 

accumulate visibility values in order of object index, we can detect which 

object has changed and which object data should be stored in which package 

index. For example, if the visibility is in the order of index as 0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0, 

we accumulate these values and calculate as 0,0,1,2,2,3,3,4,4. When referring 

to both visibility and prefix sum, the object of index 1 is stored atomically at 

index 0 of the command buffer, due to visibility of 1 and the prefix sum value 

of 0. This means that the object visibility 1 of each prefix sum value is the 

moment when the visibility changes during the object sequence. The prefix 

sum value at that time is the location (index) to be stored in the command 

buffer. This method requires an additional pass, but it is possible to 

completely resolve the flickering phenomenon. 

 

 

Fig. 11.  Algorithm for performing a prefix sum on a large array of 

values with object indices and visibility. 

 

Additionally, we give this flexible draw calls to a max count of the multi-

draw by reading back the rendering count calculated by the atomic operation. 

This is the parameter needed for multi-draw rendering, which is originally the 

maximum count. This is a load-inducing factor, and we put the calculation 

value of atomic in the max count. This read back is required, but it shows a lot 
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of improved performance. Moreover, the more objects, the greater the benefit. 

this is possible to render by changing flexibly the draw call with the calculated 

counter through atomic operation and reducing latency on the GPU. 

 

6.2 Occluder Filtering for Temporal Coherence 

 

Occluder rendering rasterizes and updates only the visibility of visible 

objects with early-Z. However, early-Z cannot determine that only the 

objects at the front are visible because it is affected by the rendering order. 

This means that the visibility is determined based on the depth buffer drawn 

by the objects with early order. This results in false positives that are not 

actually visible, but are determined to be visible by the rendering order. This 

overdraw occurs more in a complex scene, and this unnecessary rendering 

lowers performance. 

 

 

Fig. 12.  Object ID image (left) for occluder filtering and original RGB (right) 
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Rasterization with object ID can eliminate unnecessary rendering loads. 

Object ID is drawn in a texture like Figure 12. Then, a final texture shows 

only the object at the front, no matter what objects are drawn behind it. We 

write object ID with multi-target rendering while rasterizing potential 

occluders and potential occludees. Then we find visible objects in the 

current frame with the object id written in texture at the end of the 

rendering loop. 

 

 

Fig. 13.  Comparison of overdraws in sample view (red), depending on 

whether the occluder filtering is applied (orange)or not (white) 

 

This method allows high culling efficiency and makes accelerate 

performance by giving true positives in a complex scene (see Figure 13). 
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Because our method rasterizes with early-Z, a serious number of objects 

can be drawn by false positives even though the view is all covered. This 

can cause a lot of performance degradation. 
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Ⅳ. Results 

 

 

1. Method  

 

The algorithm experiments in this thesis have experimented in the 

environment, Intel Core i7-7800X 3.6GHz CPU with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 

2080Ti, using OpenGL API. All tests are performed at 1920 x 1080 resolution.  

 

 

Fig. 14.  Four different-sized scenes for experiments; fantasy (top left), 

factory block (top right), radial city (bottom left), and satellite (bottom right) 

 

We tested experiments with our method on four different scenes (see 

Figure 14): fantasy, factory block, radial city, and satellite. Four scenes 

increase in complexity or size, and are tested with animated camera 

sequences of 10s durations. The camera moves from a view with so many 

objects that it can see the whole scene, to a view where many things are 
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blocked and invisible.  

 

The Fantasy scene (FN) is a simple scene with a small number of objects, 

but is consists of objects with high complexity and high polygon count. The 

Factory scene (FC) is a widespread medium-scale scene, containing detailed 

objects such as street, barrels, and pipes. These details generate a deeper 

BVH level. Like the FC scene, the Radial City scene (RC) consists of low 

polygons with a city-like scene, but has large and tall buildings, which are 

visible from afar. The satellite (ST) has the largest number and consists of 

objects with varying sizes and high complexity. 

 

Table 1. Detail configuration of test scenes 

Scene Objects Triangles Vertices BVH nodes 

FT 7,437 17,879,189 12,292,158 14,873 

FC 46,600 5,718,850 10,535,850 93,199 

RC 73,812 1,272,764 2,384,053 147,623 

ST 120,000 807,172,000 669,111,000 239,999 

 

We compare our solution with the six existing techniques and exclude 

approaches with the manual selection of the occluder/occludee for the 

comparison. In all evaluations, we use the following abbreviations: REF for 

pre-computed ideal culling, NOC for simple rendering without any culling, 

VFC for view frustum culling, CHC++ for the coherent hierarchical culling 

revisited [19], ROC for NVidia raster occlusion culling [20] (the state-of-
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the-art raster occlusion culling), WOC for the iterative depth warping [12] 

(the state-of-the-art image-space occlusion culling), and EOVC for our 

solution. For the configuration of REF, we precomputed an ideal set of visible 

objects. CHC++ used an object-level BVH of per-object bounding boxes 

built with the surface-area heuristic (SAH). This method included batch, 

randomization, tighter bounds of inner nodes, and multi queries, with the 

following parameters: = 10, b = 1000,   = 4, and   =1.4 [19]; we 

note that b and   were tuned from the originally suggested parameters (b 

=4000 and   =4) for higher performance in our experimental setup. WOC 

used a single layer (depth holes are conservatively kept at the far-clipping 

depth). The number of used search seeds (N) was 8.  

 

Our method uses a geometry-level BVH of the entire scene built with SAH 

in the same way as CHC++; each BVH build time for FN, FC, RC, ST is 

29.40/81.89/113.52/208.76ms. EOVC is a parameter-less method, and we do 

not need an additional parameter setting for each scene. We use the following 

abbreviations for the accelerations: CR for the Counter Read-back and OF for 

the Occluder Filtering. 

 

2. Performance 

 

Table 2 shows the frame time performance for the overall methods. Overall, 

ours are less affected by the number of objects and scene complexity 

compared to other methods, showing high performance. Other object-space 

occlusion culling methods (VFC, CHC++) become significantly slower as the 

number of objects increases except for ROC and ours. VFC, a commonly used 
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method of culling, showed little difference compared to NOC that do not cull, 

due to the calculation load. CHC++ has overhead due to the zoom-in 

animation and shows low performance. Although the FN scene is relatively 

simple, CHC++ is slower than NOC, but has good performance if the view is 

covered a lot. Except for ours, ROC performed best in the middle and small 

scenes. The WOC, which is the image-space occlusion culling, was less 

affected by the number of objects than the object-space occlusion culling. 

WOC shows relatively fast performance in the ST scene, which is a complex 

scene and has many unoccluded spaces. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of culling methods by per-frame timing (ms) 

Scene NOC VFC CHC++ ROC WOC REF 
EOVC 

OF CR+OF 

FN 4.8 3.3 8.8 1.4 3.3 0.8 1.2 1.8 

FC 25.5 25.7 9.1 4.2 6.3 0.5 2.2 1.6 

RC 44.3 20.3 32.6 6.3 15.0 0.9 3.3 2.2 

ST 66.6 37.1 88.1 14.8 15.9 6.7 11.7 9.2 

 

Our solution is an object-space culling method, but shows similar or better 

performance in all scenes. Ours can benefit considerably if it is a scene with a 

lot of objects and a highly view-blocked scene. We achieved speedup in the 

FN scene with OF approach and the FC, RC, and ST scene with CR+OF 

approach.  Our speedup factors over CHC++, ROC, and WOC are 

7.5/1.2/2.9×, 5.5/2.6/3.9×, 14.8/2.9/6.8×, and 9.6/1.6/1.7×, respectively. In 
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the FC scene, the OF approach, which does not read back and is stall-free, 

performs better than CR+OF. This means it is less computational load than the 

read back in a small scene by hierarchy structure and ray casting. 

 

Table 3. Performance (ms) of acceleration techniques (OF and CR) against 

No-Acceleration rendering (NA). The numbers in parentheses are speedup 

factors with respect to NA. 

Scene NA CR OF CR+OF 

FN 1.37 2.21(0.62) 1.17(1.17) 1.83(0.75) 

FC 2.25 1.86(1.21) 2.17(1.04) 1.63(1.38) 

RC 3.35 2.37(1.41) 3.27(1.02) 2.20(1.52) 

ST 14.00 11.74(1.19) 11.66(1.20) 9.22(1.52) 

 

Table 3 summarizes the enhanced per-frame timing through accelerations 

(OF and CR). No-Acceleration rendering (NA) is a method in which none of 

the acceleration has been applied in our solution. The measurement is made 

by a combination of CR and OF acceleration, and the corresponding 

acceleration is added to the NA. CR+OF means a method of applying CR and 

OF together. Additionally, CR, OF, and CR+OF respectively show speedup 

factor compared to NA. 

 

NA shows the best performance when comparing different methods, even 

though there has no acceleration. CR shows improved performance as object 

complexity increases, and is best in the medium-sized scene when only one 
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acceleration is applied. OF has the highest performance at the FN scene at 

1.17, and since it only renders the front one, the load on the part associated 

with occludees increases as the object increases. When all acceleration 

methods (CR+OF) are applied, it shows the most performance improvements 

at 1.38/1.52/1.52/1.52× each compared to NA in FC, RC, and ST scene. 

 

Figure 15 shows the performance per frame measured by the animation for 

each method. Each method changes performance according to the pre-defined 

animation, all animations have a camera closed-in walk. which is the view in 

full view. The camera moves from a full view with a lot of objects to a high-

blocked view. VFC has average values of 3.34, 25.91, 20.30, and 37.07 as the 

scene grows, increasing linear, and overall constant per-frame time appears 

during the animation.  

 

Because of these animations, CHC++ initially shows a large number of 

objects, slowing down due to overhead. However, CHC++ has a similar 

performance to ours when visibility is blocked a lot later. Thus, in complex 

scenes where many objects are visible in unobstructed areas, such as the ST 

scene, the per-frame time is shown to fluctuating, especially CHC++. As the 

number of objects increases significantly, the amount of culled increases, but 

the load of inspecting each object is greatly increased. Then, the performance 

gain from VFC is low. The ROC and WOC show good performance during 

animations in all scenes but ours is more scalable. Even in the ST scene, 

which is a complex scene, EOVC shows low changes in per-frame time, also 

shows the best performance when compared to each frame in every scene. 
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Fig. 15.  Per-frame time of our solution (CR+OF) along the frames of 

animated camera sequences in all test scenes (FT, FC, RC, and ST) 

ST 

RC 
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Figure 16 reports the performance of each section of the algorithm in the 

online stage of EOVC. Also, OF or CR+OF is applied as acceleration and 

shows the improved performance. The CR+OF reads the counter from GPU to 

CPU, which is calculated with only visible objects, before each rendering 

section (occlusion mapping, occlusion query, and occludee rendering). In 

contrast, OF does not read back and performs multi-draw rendering with the 

total number of objects in the max count of the multi-draw parameter. The 

default setup includes the time that rendering is basically required (e.g., 

background) regardless of our algorithm. 

 

 

 

Fig. 16.  Performance breakdown for OF (top) and CR+OF (bottom) 
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Overall, the occludee group extraction has a low cost, with little effect on 

the scale of the scene. As the number of objects increases, the load on the 

occlusion mapping increases. Compared to OF, CR+OF has a faster overall 

performance (except FN scene); FN is the small size of the scene and shows 

that the overhead on the read back is greater than the performance gain 

applied by changing a multi-draw parameter. In CR+OF, read-back governs 

FN, FC, and RC scene, but has resulted in improved performance in occlusion 

mapping, occlusion query, and occludee rendering. This shows that the load by 

max count, which is a multi-draw parameter, was very high, and this aspect is 

severe in the ST scene. 

 

Table 4 shows performance comparisons in EVOC for the spatial split 

partitioning algorithms for the BVH construction. SAH is a partitioning 

algorithm currently used by EVOC that compares other algorithms; middle and 

equal counts.  

 

SAH generally shows fast performance for all accelerations in each scene. 

The fastest or slowest performance than SAH is shown in MID/NA as -

0.25ms in the RC scene and EQ/CR+OF as +0.37ms in the ST scene, 

respectively. This difference occurs in the bottom-up traversal in Occludee 

Group Extraction stage and ray casting in Occlusion Query stage. Overall, 

however, there is no difference of more than 0.4ms when compared with all 

accelerations in all sizes of scene. This can be said that there is little 

difference in performance, and it can be confirmed that EVOC has robust 

performance on spatial split partitioning algorithms. 
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Table 4. Performance comparisons in EVOC for the spatial split partitioning 

algorithms for the BVH construction. SAH is an algorithm currently in use. 

MID and EQ indicate middle, equal count, respectively 

Scene Algorithm NA CR OF CR+OF 

FN 

SAH 

MID 

1.37 

1.39 

2.21 

2.26 

1.17 

1.29 

1.83 

1.83 

EQ 1.41 2.17 1.22 1.90 

FC 

SAH 

MID 

2.25 

2.28 

1.86 

1.89 

2.17 

2.19 

1.63 

1.71 

EQ 2.36 1.89 2.30 1.81 

RC 

SAH 

MID 

3.35 

3.10 

2.37 

2.28 

3.27 

3.28 

2.20 

2.31 

EQ 3.13 2.37 3.36 2.47 

ST 

SAH 

MID 

14.00 

13.75 

11.74 

11.58 

11.66 

11.54 

9.22 

9.04 

EQ 14.00 11.75 11.89 9.59 

 

3. Culling Efficiency 

 

Table 5 shows a comparison of the average culling efficiency for the total 

objects and the culled objects of REF. We compare all culling methods (VFC, 

CHC++, ROC, and WOC, including ours) with the average number of culled (C) 

during the entire animation. We calculate the efficiency with the total object 

(N) in the scene. Additionally, we calculate another culling efficiency based on 
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REF, which is the ideal state. Thus, the C/R of the REF comes with 1 and the 

closer the C/R for each method is to 1, the more ideally culled it is, as the REF. 

Our solution applied acceleration (CR or CR+OF) and measured. 

 

Table 5. Comparison of the average culling efficiency of ours (CR and 

CR+OF). C, N, and R indicate the numbers of culled objects for each method, 

the total objects, and the culled objects of REF, respectively 

Scene 
VFC CHC++ ROC WOC 

C/N C/R C/N C/R C/N C/R C/N C/R 

FN 0.59 0.65 0.88 0.97 0.88 0.97 0.87 0.96 

FC 0.41 0.41 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 

RC 0.83 0.85 0.96 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.95 0.98 

ST 0.77 0.81 0.93 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.92 0.97 

 

Scene 
REF EOVC (CR) EOVC (CR+OF) 

C/N C/R C/N C/R C/N C/R 

FN 0.91 1.00 0.75 0.83 0.88 0.97 

FC 0.99 1.00 0.91 0.92 0.99 1.00 

RC 0.97 1.00 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.99 

ST 0.96 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.98 

 

Our method of applying CR+OF shows efficiency with the highest C/R 

value of 0.97/1/00.00/0.99/0.98 respectively in all scenes. This is because OF 
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determines that only the object at the front is visible. This can be easily 

checked when comparing against EOVC with CR, which only does read-back. 

Compared to CR, CR+OF has a difference of 0.14/0.08/0.02/0.04 in C/R for 

each scene, showing the largest difference in the FN scene. It also shows the 

most similar culling efficiency as REF. 

 

Image-space occlusion culling has a high efficiency compared to object-

space occlusion culling (except CHC++) because WOC does not distinguish 

from occlude and occludee. CHC++ has the same C/R as ours. However, the 

culling of CHC++ is costly, performance is lower than ours though the high 

efficiency. In comparison, ROC has high efficiency (the third) and performs 

well than CHC++. 

 

 

Fig. 17.  Comparison of overdraw in a sample view (top left) of ST scene: 

ROC (top right), ours (bottom left), and REF (bottom right). The blue-to-red 

color mapping indicates low-to-high fragment overdrawing. 
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Figure 17 represents a comparison of overdraw in the ST scene, which has 

many objects. This shows how much overlapped and rasterized in the same 

pixel. Comparison is ROC, HROC (CR+OF), and REF. REF is the most ideal 

culling, showing a result that has been rasterized the visible objects with pre-

filtered visibility buffer. ROC and ours are rendered with the separated 

sections into occluder and occludee during rendering process. Therefore, 

overdraw is occured by combining the rasterized results in each section 

(occluder mapping and occlusion query). 

 

Overall, the overdraw shows that ROC and ours come out in almost the 

same form of REF. Both are rarely overlapped where the view is covered by 

stones. On the other hand, ROC draws all objects for this, even if there are 

few visible objects. Although this results in good culling efficiency, the 

overhead for this performance increases as the number of objects increases. 

However, we can reduce it and achieves high performance with the occludee 

groups and accelerations, not performing unnecessary rasterization.  
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Ⅴ. Limitations 

 

 

Generally, a 3D model has a bounding box for each object. However, if the 

model is incorrectly created, there may be cases where the bounding box 

configuration is incorrectly created. In this case, the box is not made for the 

object and a strange form of bounding box is made. 

 

We group occludees based on the hierarchy with the bounding boxes and 

cast rays in the occlusion query. But if the bounding box setting is strange, 

overhead of the ray casting has occurred. When inspecting the occludeee 

group, the box is visible, but the object is not visible. In this case, the box is 

set too large, the camera will be inside the box and will have to shoot the ray 

through the entire view. The rays shot all over the field of view for visibility 

testing, but no object is found. This overhead of ray casting makes a high cost, 

which reduces performance if the wrong bounding boxes are set for all objects. 

 

  

Fig. 18.  An example of bounding boxes incorrectly (left)/ correctly (right) 

set for objects. Orange means the parts where the ray should be cast. 
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However, this is not the case if the 3D model is correctly made. Even if it 

occurs, performance reduction problems are rarely caused by the phenomenon 

for a few objects that the camera passes through bounding boxes of the object. 

This problem does not occur if the bounding box is made tightly.  
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VI. Conclusion and Discussion 

 

 

In this thesis, geometry-level BVH was applied to the entire scene. EOVC 

uses early-Z in the all rendering process to work simultaneously without an 

additional pass and improve real-time rendering performance. In addition, 

with occludee group and ray casting, the culling efficiency is increased. This 

solves the computational load problem of the occlusion query, which was 

caused by the complexity of the scene in the previous ROC. It allows achieving 

higher performance compared against previous works in all the different sizes 

of the scene. 

 

Occludee group makes reduce the number of visible inspections by 

grouping the bounding boxes of occludee, resulting in fewer draw calls. Ray 

casting tests occludees inside an occlude group while occludee groups are 

tested in the occlusion query. As this progresses at the same time, it 

increases the efficiency of performance improvement. In addition, EOVC is 

accelerated by the packed multi-draw and occluder filtering. This reduces the 

latency problem by receiving a visible counter with a constant read-back. this 

counter is given to the max count of a multi-draw parameter, reducing 

unnecessary draw calls, and results in significant performance accelerations 

as objects increases. The occluder filtering also increases the efficiency of 

culling by rasterizing only the objects at the front. 

 

EVOC is an object-space occlusion culling method using ray. It has the 
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best performance compared to other object-space/image-space occlusion 

culling methods, and has similar efficiency as REF. In addition, ours has high 

scalability for the scenes. Compared with state-of-the-art methods in each 

occlusion culling, ours shows better performance. Another advantage of ours 

is that it can be used in all scenes without parameter setting.  
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논문요약 

 

화면 공간 광선 투사를 이용한  

효율적인 객체 가시성 컬링 

 

이기범 

전자전기컴퓨터공학과 

성균관대학교 

 

 

이 논문은 레스터 폐색 컬링(ROC: Raster Occlusion culling)의 새로운 

접근방법을 제시한다. 우리는 경계 볼륨 계층 구조(BVH: Bounding Volume 

Hierarchy)와 레이 캐스팅(Ray casting)을 이용하여 높은 규모 가변성 

(Scalability)을 달성하였다. BVH는 오프라인 과정으로 만들어지고 온라인 

과정에서 사용된다. 우리는 이전 프레임의 가시성 결과를 현재 프레임에 사용하는 

일시적 일관성(Temporal coherence)을 사용하여, 오클루더(Occluder)를 

레스터라이즈로 가시성을 검사해 효과적인 오클루더를 찾아낸다. 이 오클루더는 

지오메트리(Geometry) 단계의 BVH를 표시하는 과정과 함께 아래부터 위로 

선회(Traversal)하면서 오클루디(Occludee) 그룹을 찾기 위해 사용된다. 찾은 

오클루디 그룹은 early-Z와 함께 레스터라이즈를 통해 배치(Batch) 테스트를 

가능하게 하고 이는 대략적인 가시성 결과를 보여준다. 그 동시에 픽셀당 레이 

캐스팅은 정밀한 가시성을 위해 각 그룹내의 객체들을 검사한다. 추가적으로 

우리는 맞은 객체들을 early-Z로 분류하여 보이는 오클루디를 찾는다. 일시적 

일관성에 의해서 다음 프레임의 오클루더는 효과적인 오클루더와 보이는 

오클루디를 더하여 결정된다. 나아가 우리는 멀티드로우(multi-draw) 렌더링과 
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일시적 일관성을 가속화한다. 리드백(Read-back)을 통한 개수를 사용하는 압축된 

멀티드로우는 GPU가 빈 객체를 잘 다루지 못해 발생하는 부하를 피하게 해준다. 

오클루더 필터링 접근법은 객체의 ID를 사용해 오직 맨 앞의 객체 만을 분류하여 

일시적 일관성을 가속화시킨다. 우리 해결방법은 다른 접근법과 비교하였을 때 

규모 가변성과 컬링 효율에서 높은 성능을 이루었다. 그리고 이는 비싼 가시성 

계산을 하지 않으면서 객체 공간에 대한 폐색 컬링으로써 파라미터가 없으면서 

지연이 없는 접근법을 가능하게 하였다. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

주제어: 실시간 렌더링, 폐색 컬링, 경계 볼륨 계층 구조, GPU  
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